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UCF professor earns patent for ·inventi9n 
Hydrophone transducer with negative fee-dback system sets credibility for UCF 
by Barbara Grimm 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A UCF professor received a patent for a device he 
invented while still a student working on his doctoral 
degree. 
Robert Martin, associate professor of engineer-
ing, was granted a patent in November ofl 987 for his 
hydrophone transducer with negative feedback sys-
tem, an underwater listening device. 
"I felt it was important to pursue a patent, [be-
cause] it sets credibility for UCF," he said. . 
According to Martin, his invention is a type of mi~ 
crophone that can be used on submarines, ships and 
sonobouys to identify the direction and location of a 
sound, and to determine what type of vessel is 
emitting the sound.-
electronics convinced him tO pursue his doctoral 
degree at UCF. 
Martin had worked as a c'O-op student with Martin 
Marietta while pursuing his bachelor's degree in 
electrical engineering. He obtained a full-time job 
with the company upon graduation. 
While working for Emerson Electric in Cas-
selberry, he decided to obtain his master's degree by 
going to school at night. "I really feel for those night-
time graduate students, it's so grueling trying to 
work and go to school and raise a family ... I don't 
know how those students put up with all we give 
them." 
After graduating from Florida Technological Uni-
versity (now UCF) in 1977, Martin agreed to work as 
an adjunct instructor. "The school was pretty 
shorthandedafthetime," he said, "Themoneywasn't 
much, but I considered it more of a community service 
than anything." Most ships have used hydrophones, which listen 
to underwater· sounds, but the reception is of poor 
quality, Martin explained. "[My] hydrophone, how-
e_ver, uses a feedback technique that results in a 
much clearer sound being heard," he said. 
Martin first conceived of the idea of the mifro-
phone in 1978, and h,is strong interest in analog 
lhomal Webster/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF professor Robert Martin received a patent 
for his invention, a new hydrophone transducer. 
He then decided to complete his formal education 
with1 a doctoral degree, while working as a visiting 
professor for U CF. "The best way to le am is to teacht 
he said. "It's one thing to take a class once, but when 
SEE PATENT PAGE 4 
FE-ATURES 
• See if Crocodile Dun-
dee II is worth the trip. 
Also, everything you 
have ever wanted to 
know about the Beach 
Club, yet were afraid to 
'--~~~~;;.;..;..;;;;,;__,;;=-~~ ask. · 
. ! 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FL.ORIDA FUTURE 
David Alan Brodnax,The 
Central Florida Future ;s edi-
tor in chief, was removed from 
office Thursday for failing to 
meet the university's mini-
mum grade requirements. 
An overall GP A of 2. 0 is 
required for anyone taking 
part in campus acti\rities, 
which includes working for the 
newspaper. 
The , paper's Managing 
Editor, David Schlenker, has 
been appointed to replace 
Brodnax until a new editor can 
be selected in the fall. 
Board of Publications chair, 
Dr. William McCartney, said 
th'at Brodnax is welcome to 
reapply for the position if he 
can meet the minimum re-
quirements. 
Brodnax said he is taking 
classes in the summer to raise 
his-average and plans to seek 
reappointment. 
- However, Schlenker, an 
editor applicant when 
Brodnax was chosen, said he 
plans to keep the position. "I 
was planning to apply 
whether he did or not," Sch-
lenker said. "i think I'm fully 
qua1:ified to run this paper." 
OPINION 
• The possible testing of 
AfDS at UCF and other 
colleges across the 
country is explored in 
this week's staff editorial. 
Plus, letters on the radio 
McCartney agreed, saying 
Schlenker has "a great deal of 
knowledge" about the· 
Future's operations. 
Brodnax had planned to 
make considerable changes to 
the paper. 
He planned to expand the 
opinion page and add science 
and comic sections. 
' On the business side, he 
planned to replace the paper's 
fiscal assistant with an ac-
counting firm and asked the 
business manager to resign. 
"David [Brodnax] had good 
ideas but he really didn't have 
enough time to follow through 
on them and have a great 
impact," said McCartney. 
Schlenker said he plans to 
add the science section, but 
added that he does not cur-
rently plan any changes in the 
editorial or comics sections. He 
·said that he has not decided 
what will happen in the busi-
ness office. 
"I will help him [Schlenker] 
in any way I can," said 
Brodnax, adding,"My whole 
concern is the paper." 
Schlenker has appointed 
Leslie Jorgensen as his man-
aging editor and removed copy 
editor Charles Martin from 
his position because .he is not 
a UCF student. 
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UCF program. 'reaches out' . to high school students 
· by Barbara Grimm 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
in the program. 
UCF is responsible for providing ass.istance to 
these students to insure they meet the necessary 
State University System entrance ·requirements. 
Underachieving high school students have been Participating students are invited to sit in on UCF 
given a second chance to attend college as a result of classes and receive counseling from UCF students 
the newly created "Reach for the Stars" select student and faculty. 
program. "I'tn really excjted about it," said Sepidah Shar--
The program, sponsored by UCF and .Orange ifzadah, another participant in the program, "It's 
County public schools~ was established in the spring important to go to college," she added, "and this could 
of1988 to encourage high school students who dem- really help me ... .I want to be a doctor." 
onstrate academic potential but whose grades do not ·. The students selected for the program were enthu-
reflect their abilities. · siastic, as were their parents. "I feel really good about 
In the "Reach for the Stars" program, selected it, [I hope] h~ will bring up his grades now,"said 
- ninth graders with . a 1.5 grade point average will Leina Dawson, whose son was chosen for the pro-
receive encouragement and counseling from UCF gram. 
throughout high school with the promise that they If the stud~nt chooses to attend UCF, .he is guar-
will be granted admission to UCF with a 2.0 G.P.A, anteed admission proyiding he graduates from an 
instead of the required 2.5. Orange ·county public high school with no less than 
"It gives me something to strive for," said Randy a 2.0 G.P.A, has taken the Standard Aptitude ·Test 
Zannini, who was chosen this spring to participate in (SAT) or American College Test (ACT) and has re-
the program. . mained a student in good staqding throughout high 
Each May, 22 ninth graders representing 10 Or- · school. Students are chosen to participate in the 
ange County high schools are selected to participate "Reach for the Stars" program on the basis of G.P.A 
_, and their involvement in extra-clirricular or co-cur-
ricular activities. 
To be considered for the program, each student is 
first nominated by a ninth grade faculty ·member. ~ 
Then, the student completes,a "Reach for the Stars" 
application including an essay responding to the 
question "Why is a University Education Important 
to You?" 
Finally, the student's application along with three 
·teacher recommendations, transcripts, and 
principal's approval are ~ubmitted to the school's 
nominating commitee. The committee, consisting of 
five ninth grade faculty members, reviews the appli-
·cations and selects two males and two females to 
participate in the program. 
By April 15, the committee submits its choices to 
the superintendent of Orange County schools and by 
May 1, a superintendent selection committee chooses 
one male and one female from each high school to 
participate in the "Reach for the Stars" program. 
In addition, all participants are reviewed annually 
by the.nominating committees of each school, and the 
selection committee determines who remains in the 
program. 
• PRIZES FOR BLOOD 
Anyone who gives blood at 
the Central Florida J3lood 
Bank between June 6 and July 
31 will receive a summer sur-
vival kit containing special 
entertainment coupons. 
undergo a free health screen-
ing to confirm eligibillty. 
For more information, con-
tact the Central Florida Blood 
Bank at 849-6100. 
of the domestic abusers,, 
treatment for domestic abus-
ers~ and also some tips on 
June 8. Atlantic Shores also 
.offers a Family Help line at 1-
800-345-264 7. 
historic tour of the city before 
an evening of sightseeing. 
The group will spend Sun-
day in Savannah, then will 
depart on Monday morning for 
the return trip to Winter Park. 
All donors can also register 
for grand prize drawings in-
cluding free weekend cruise 
trips to the Bahamas as well as 
mini-vacations, dinners, and 
_brunches from Orlando hotels. 
Donors must be at least 1 7 
years old and will be asked to 
•VIOLENCE SEMINAR -
Atlantic Shores' Hospital, a 
psychiatric facility for children 
and adolescents, will present a 
two-hour panel discussion 
entitled "Domestic Violence" 
on June 9 from 7-9 p.m. 
The discussion will cover 
such topics as characteristic~ 
111111'8@ 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
abuse prevention. · 
Guest speakers will include 
Thomas Newman, a specialist 
in marriage and family ther-
apy, Jan Felixson, who special-
izes in the treatment of rape 
and inc.est victims, and . 
Francine Gordon, executive 
director of the Domestic Abuse 
council ofVolusia county. 
'For information and regis-
tration, call 1-800-237-0835 by 
ROAD WAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
. 
Roadway· Package_ System. is 
accepting applications for part-
tinie loaders and unloaders. Excel- -
. ·1ent pay -. $7.00 per hour starting. 
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE: 
Monday • Friday 
7:00 P.M. • 11.:00 A.M. 
11:00 P.M. - 7:00 A.M. 
3:00 A.M. • 7:00 A.M. 
Applicatlons may be filled out and left at the Caree~ 
Resource Center, Administration Building, Room 124. 
Or phone 
• RIDIN' THE RAILS 
The Railrider Club of Cen-
tral Florida has announced 
there are seats still available 
on the club's weekend trip to 
Charleston, South Carolina 
from June 24-27. 
The group will leave Winter 
Park Amtrak Station on Fri-
day, June 24th. While in Char-
leston, t~e group will take a 
Interested persons should 
call the Railrider Club at ( 407) 
644-6912. 
• REPUBLICANS 
There will be a meeting of 
the College Republicans on 
Thursday, June 9, at 5 p.m. in 
Phillips Hall 110 . 
CALIFORNIA DALLAS. COLUMBUS LONDON 
$198. ()() $158~00 . $118. 00 $599. 00 
- Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apP.ly. -
'Bryans-'Trave[ Inc. · ~ 
courteous service io UCF students 
9442 E. COLONIAL EA~ r c;oLONIAL CENTER 
282-5100 . Next to ECOL's GAS 
___ ,
"Specialists In Cu~ting Hair" 
1349 HOWELL BRANCH RD., WINTER PARK, FL 32789 
(Next to 7-Eleven opposite Greatbodies) 
- (407) 647-4494 ' 
. WE CARRY .MEjUS PRODUCTS 
Adult ............................... $8.00 
Child .............................. $5.00 
Mon.-Fr-i ........................ 9 to 8 
Saturday ............. . .. . ...... 9 to 7 
Sunday ......................... 1 2 t o 5 
lifllllll 
ADVANCED TRAINED HAl.RSTYLISTS 
GUARANTEED 110% SATISFACTION 
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PATENT 
FROM PAGE .l 
you teach it over and over agam, it really sinks 
. " m. . 
He obtained a research grant of approxi-
mately $15,000 from Spartan Industries of 
Jackson, Michigan in 1982, and by 1984 had a 
working model of his invention. 
The actual building of the model took place 
entirely at Spartan Industries, mainly because 
"I just couldn't do ~tat UCF; they're just not 
equipped for the kinds of measuring I needed to 
do." 
Upon completion of the project,. Martin con-
sulted a patent attorney representing Spartan 
Industries, who informed Martin of the require-
ments the device would have to fulfill to re~eive 
a patent. 
First, Martin had to supply a working model 
of the device to a patent examiner from the 
Patent and Trademark Office in Washington 
D.C. Then, the ~xaminer verified that the idea 
was totally new, and would he of value. 
He then read and scrutinized Martin's dis-
sertation and called for final arguments, in 
which Martin answered questions and de-
fended his invention. 
The attorney also told Martin he had only a 
"one in ten chance ofreceiving a patent because 
of my age and the fact I had been out of school · 
for so long," explained Martin. 
Finally, two years after Martin submitted 
his device for consideration of a patent, he 
received a plaque through the mail from the 
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks in 
Washington, D. C. 
The hydrophone transducer with negative 
feedback system was the 4, 709,360thinvention 
to receive a patent in the United States. 
According to Martin, approximately 51 per-
cent of the profits from the patent went to UCF, 
although UCF did not supply any of the funds 
for the research. "There is a great overhead 
cost," he explained, citing as an example that 
the time Martin spent conducting ·research at 
Spai:tan was lost teaching time for UCF. 
Because the hydrophone transducer is now ' 
used by the U.S. Navy and information is highly 
classified, Martin does not know exactly how 
much money has been made from the projec[ "I 
wish I could have gotten a patent for commer-
cial use, the money could have helped a lot of 
students, " he said. 
After graduation, Martin was planning to 
return to his career in industry when he re-
ceived-a surprise job ·offer from UCF. "UCF 
~lmost never hires it's own graduates, I thought 
of it as a compliment, and I took it," he said. 
~------------~~~--------~----~-, 









·Part-Time Positions Available 
I · ~ I 
United Parcel Service will 
be acc.epting ap-plications for 
part-time ~oaders anc;t unloaders.-. 
Excellent Pay - $8.00 an hour. -
- Work shifts begin at 4:30
1
a.m., 5:30 
_ p.m. Qr 11 :00 p.m., Monday through · 
Friday workweek. 3 to·s hours p,er day. 
·Please sign up for an-- interview in 
the Caree·r , Resource Center, 
: ADM Suite 124. 
UPS is an equal opportunity employer. 
-------------------, r - sAvE 20% . • 
On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at I 
W/20 EYECARE CENTER ~ 
Present this coupon and Student I 
I.D. when your order 
is placed. I 
Eye Exams I 
on the premesis I 
by an independent I 
· Optometrist. I 
Not Valid With Other Offers. 
Expires 6115188 I 
411 S. Semoran Blvd. (Near X-Tra) • 679-1010.JI 
L--~----------------
Need insurance for your 
home, car, life, boat or RV? 
·"'p,,•"'*"• ""'·i:..._ ..., . 
./·· ,.~e . Call us! 
f i.~o \~:.a• '\ We have the right coverage 
' -." ~l>- .. 






89 Alafaya Woods Blvd. 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
Allstate® 
Allstate Insurance Company 
Allstate Life Insurance Company 
Northbrook, Illinois (305) 366-1189 
THE HAIRSTYLISTS 
9\[pw Open 
Pay for the. se·rvice, not for the frill 
. Quality Family Hair Care at Affordable Prices 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES 
12263 University Blvd. 
(Next to UC-6 Cinema) 
380-9103 
- HERNDON VILLAGE 
5000 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Next to Dream Quarters) 
894-9250 
· No Appointment Necessary 
~-· ·-----~---······ 
: ~~~·~UTS $450 I ~~t~:oo $450: 
I WOMEN'S I BLOWSTYLE I 
CHILDREN'S I COMPLETE I 
••••••••4••········ PRECISION I ZOTOS . -
•cur & STYLE $650 I BUDGET $1595 I 
I includes shampoo, I PERM I 
I finishing rinse & lncldes I 
liblowstyle. .I Hair cut & style • • ••••••••••••••••• 
PERMS OUR SPECIALTY 
From cqloring and highlighting to custom designs 
and perms, our commitment to excellence 
guarantees you the finest techniques available. ....................... 
FEELS SO IZOTOS DESIGN 
: LIVELY PERM I FREEDOM PERM : 
se1rt1m1ng perm $ 2 l 50 I From flat to $ 2 7 50 I Includes shampoo, 1rabulous Includes I I cut, set, or blow shampoo, cut I 




12263 University Blvd. 
(Next to UC-6 Cinema) 
380-9103 
HERNDON VILLAGE 
5000 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Next to Dream Quarters) 
894-9250 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
HRS: M-F 8:30 A.M. - 7:30 P.M. 
SAT. 8:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M., SUN. 12:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
SONDAY & HOLIDAY PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER 
. .. . . .... -~· - . . · ... 
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DISNEY 
FROM PAGE 1 
____________ __,__:_ _________________ ~-------------------l ment, communication arts, 
and general business. 
STUDENT 
LEGAL· SERVICES 
Student Legal Services provides 
studentswith an· assistance in se-
lected areas oflaw such as landlord/ 
tenant, consumer, non-criminal 
~raffic and uncontested dissolu-
-tions. You can receive attorney 
consultation and representation 
· free of charge to qualified stu-
dents. · Call 275-2538 or stop by SC 












(University Blvd. at Dean Rd., next to Publix) 
Mon.-Fri.: 10-7 • Sat.: Oosed • Sun.: 12-5 
~~ 657;_4462 -----~ 
1~VITAMIN~ ~ 
S d ·a&s~. B _ an  ar 
Body Building Nutrients • Amino Acids • Herbs 
Meat Substitutes • Grain Breads ~ Legumes 
Dried Fruits • Raw Nuts • Whole Grains 
MAKE US YOUR 
HEAL TH FOOD STORE 
Rotta said, "I really liked · 
DisneY.s College Program; I 
learned a lot about the retail-
ing business and enjoyed the 
weekly seminars." 
Students who qualify for 
the program work at least 30 
hours a week, earning the 
same wages and ·benefits as 
other Walt Disney World tern- . 
porary employees. 
They - additionally attend 
10 business management 
seminars which are given by 
Disney management employ-
ees on topics such as market-
ing, entertainment, park 
operations, finance and em-
ployee relations. 
Student!? who participate in 
the program .attend classroom 
sessions at Disn·ey University, 
the training and development 
program including the two to 
three hour seminars. 
·Rotta said, "I thought that 
the seniinars made the pro-
gr~m worthwhile.The semi-
nars included taped inter-
vie.ws with · Walt and Roy 
Disney, ·and I learned a lot 
--------------=----=----------'---'------=-----...,-------'---------~1- aboutthemandtheirdreams 
When you get your Guaranteed Student Loan ( GSL) 
from First Independent Trust, it will go further because 
we?ll give you more money. As much as $120 more!* 
That's more money for tuition, books or any other 
educational expense. And you still ge~ our fast, 
dependable .service. 
See the Financial Aid Office on your campus to learn 
about your options. Or call our toll-free number and 
we'll send you our Student Loan Information Packet. 
It includes an easy-to-understand bookl~t that tells you 
about the many forms of finan~al aid available to 
students. 
At Ftrst Independent Trust, we think of you FIRST! 
·-------------· I Y cs! I ~t to make my student loan go a little I 
I further. Please send me the Student Loan I 
I Information Packet and application. . I 
I I 
I N~ I 
I I 
I Addrea I 
I I 
I City /State Zip I 
I Student Loan Center P.O. Box 2S62 I 





.Student Loan Center 
P.O.Box 2562 
Sacramento, CA 95812 
Based on a $4000 loan guaranteed at 0%, co"l'ared to a $4000 loan guaranteed through a lender charging a 3% lneurance fee. See your FAO for details. 
and realities. This was a very 
motivational part of the pro-
gram." 
-In 1980, as a result of the 
rapid growth and development 
of the Orlando area, Profes-
sional Staffing was given the 
task of locating an alternative 
labor ,source for the guest-ori-
ented positioi:is within the 
Magic Kingdom. 
The Magic Kingdom Col-
lege Program came into exis-
tence to help solve this prob-
lem. 
The program was initially 
established to provide stu-
dents. pursuing degrees in 
business, recreation, retail 
management and food and 
beverage management, with 
both a practical work experi-
ence in a related field and a 
·learning experience consisting 
of various business related 
seminars. 
The program began ·with 
recruitment from approxi-
mately 44 colleges. 
When EPCOT Center 
opened, the program changed 
its name to the Walt Disney --
World College Program. 
·The College Relations De-
partment recruits from ap-
proxim1;1tely 160 colleges and 
universities around the 
world. 
The program provides 
Disney World with up to 1,500 
casual tempol."ary employees 
a1mually . . 
Dressler said, "The pro-
gram offers a lot of benefits for 
students. They get to learn 
·about the Disney system and 
how things operate. 
It also allows them to get in 
a position where they may 
want to stay and work at 
Disney full-time and make a 
career out of it. 
1t:s definitely one of mariy 
ways to get experience in the 
industry." 
Students interested in par-
ticipating in the program 
should write to: Walt Disney 
World Co., College Relations 
Dept., P.O. Box 10090, Lake 
Buena V~sta, FL 32830 or go 
by the co-op office in the 
Administration Building, Rm 
129 or call 275-2314: 
" . . . .. .. - . .. 
Secret AIDS testing 
not the m.ajor issue 
tiflding a cure is 
In the last issue of The Central Fforida Future 
(June 1), there was a story blatantly placed on the 
front page informing the student body that it may be 
secretly tested for AIDS very soon. 
. Secretly tested for AIDS? That's right boys and 
~rls. If, as ~he story states, UCF is selected, every 
time w~ decide to donate blood or receive a physical 
on our campus, we are taking a chance that samples 
of our b~ood will be sent to the Centers for Disease 
Control m Atlanta. . 
.The q?estion re~ains: Is this an invasion of our 
pnyacy if we don t know that our blood is being 
tested? · 
If a tree falls in the forest, does it make a sound? If 
you ~re tested for AIDS and you don't know about it, 
does_1~ ma~~r? As many feel that.this a serious threat 
~o their pn':acy, there are some who feel that the test 
is worthwhile. · 
.Those. w~o feel that this test is an invasion of 
pnvacy mamly site their constitutional rights as a 
defense.~om~ state that it is undemocratic and is a 
severe violation of their rights. One Future staff 
mem~er even states that this test could open the 
flood gates of all sorts of other .undemocratic and un-
constitutional tests. 
On the other hand, a surprising number of people 
hnfh C!f.a# ft ... A ..... 4-1..~- -L--..l--L- _i_ - -LL'. - , ,, • ,, • ' 
both staff ~d other students, do not feel that their· 
rights are being violated because they feel.it is neces~ 
sary. They express .concern that the people who give 
blood should be tested first and foremost. 
With this test, however, if the blood sample is 
found to be AIDS positive, the person in which the 
blood was· originally taken from will not be notified. 
This puts an interesting twist into things. 
Froni this, we can ponder a new question: Is it fair 
to withhold the results of the test? 
The question of violated rights saturates the issue 
even more at this point. Our good friends in Atlanta 
simply want to see how wide spread AIDS is through-
out selected colleges. When this may contribute 
greatly to AIDS statistics, it is of no use to those 
sampled. 
. Whereas students will have the option of not giv-
mg blood on this campus or avoiding the Health 
Ce.nte~ for awhile, they should also have the option of 
bemg mformed c;f the results of these tests if neces-
sary. 
In closing, we sum-up the whole nasty situation. 
These folks in Atlanta want to secretly take our blood 
(that i~, if our school is selected as one of the 30) and 
then not tell those who test AIDS positive - all for the 
· s~lrn of observing how many students may have the 
virus. 
While AIDS statistics and samples are being 
co1n:piled in vast quantity in just about every type of 
environment, they do not really matter to concerned ._ 
Americans. Perhaps this time and money should be 
spent on the cure and not tests of this nature that are 
of no benefit to those already infected with the virus. 
We have seen the stats. Let's ail:\ for the cure. · 
1f:rhe Centrcal Florida Fut~re 
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 
BusinC111 Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865 
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~those of the Boord of Publications, University Adminlstrotton, or Board of 
Regents. Letten to the Editor must be typed ord include the outhofs signature 
ntjor and phone number. Letters ore subject to editing and become the copy~ 
right69 property of the newspaper. T1tc Cc1ll1'01Flcrida F11t1tn Is a free non-profit twice 
weekt( newspaper published during the acodemic year. • • 
• MORE ON WUCF-FM · 
Editor: 
I would like to take this time to 
respond to your editorial on May 
11. It is indeed our intenton to 
make WUCF-FM a real college 
radio station in the graet tradition 
of WUSF, Tampa (Un1versity of 
South Florida) ; WBUR, Boston 
(Boston University; and KUSC., 
Los Angeles (University of South-
ern California). These stations 
have far more in common with 
WUCF than those mentioned in 
your editorial, and, like those sta-
tions, our staff is paid. 
We have applied to the FCC for 
100,00 watts. Even at our present 
power of7 ,900 watts, we are poten-
tially a major outlet of program-
ming and information with a 
-scope WFIT in Melbourne simply 
could not match. Just as Dr. Tre-
vor Colboum is moving the Uni-
versity of Central Florida to the 
status of a major university it is 
our intention to do the same for its 
radio station. With the exception 
of my position and marketing 
director, we are entirely student 
oriented. . 
It is not the goal of WUCF to 
strive solely for a massive audi-
ence at the expense of what the 
University repres.ents. The pur-
pose ofWUCF should be the dis-
semination of the best of what 
~CF ~an offer to the community 
as a whole. Even with respect to 
Nite Rock, an attempt at mass 
audience appeal would dilute the 
alternative nature and potency of 
what is being done on that pro-
gram. This program, as well as 
others, thrive by the very fact that 
the commercial sector could or 
could not support them due to 
their somewhat limited appeal. If 
their appeal were more broadly 
based, they would be common 
elements of commercial broad-
casting. Nite Rock is hosted and 
devised by students that are paid 
to disseminate it to the community 
as a whole, and it is from them, not 
solely students, that it gains its 
support and its audience. To turn 
away from the community would 
lose Nite Rock its support and au-
dience. 




With regard to training, the • RAISED ON RADIO 
varied format of WUCF gives 
exstensive experience in different 
types of programming, and our Edit:>r: . 
new stature also insures that the It s about time! I have attended 
inclusionof exp-erience at WUCF . UCF for five years and not once 
on a reume will have a beneficial ·have I heard one good thing on 
effect for the students who have WUCF ( except Niterock). To say 
worked here. All of this will be that WUCF serves the community 
more helpful in securing employ- is a ~omplete farce. 
ment than mimicking what com- Lisa Flynn, student station 
mercial stations feel they are ~ana~er, completely dodges the 
forced to do to increase revenue issue m her June 1st letter. The 
We at WUCF relish our freedo~ . issue is not what type of station 
from these "commercial" con- WUCF is, but what type of station 
straints and can provide alterna- WUCF should be. It should be a 
tive programming that no one else stu~ent run, student oriented 
will provide. station. 
Even though one might have to Flynn mentions WFIT as an 
wait before one's favorite program e~:imple of a "~ow power" student-
appears, it has a more powerful ap- onented station. What she ne-
peal since it is either not broadcast glected to say was that WFIT has 
elsewhere, or if it is it is done so a wide variety of programming, 
with artistic dilutidn to increase not just progressive music. The 
itS "broad appeal". difference is that WFIT ·utilizes 
To alter WUCF in the direction the different time slots to attract a 
you suggest would be to turn a variety of listener.s. Jazz and 
vehicle . of special interests and Bl?-es are played in the mornings 
education into one of entertain- and evenings when the potential 
ment. This is not what a university listeners are,on their way to work 
should represent. It should in- or at home. Classical music has a 
stead, expand the horizon~ of twice weekly time sfot. Among 
~hose who attend it. I am suggest- others, sour, progressive, oldies, 
mg that Nite Rock · in its present reggae, heavy metal, and hard 
form is educational in that it sheds core have a place with ·the listen-
light on a part of the world of con- ers. Asfarasfundingisconcerned 
temporarymusicthattbe·commer- , I don't know about the budget 
cial sector is ignoring. We are that WUCF is l?iven is. but the 
doing the same for concert music community has pledged $48,000 
political talk, religious issue and to WFIT . If this isn't community 
·providing jazz when no other support, I don't know what is. 
Orlando outlet is playing any at If WU~F expects to be :in 
all! We carry Universtiy sports as lea~e .with every,, ?ther major 
well as music of other lands and station m Orlando, it had better 
programs bn health psychology d.o as the other stations do and 
finance ~d .news d~bates hosted change their format to fit the 
and produced 'by students. needs of the community. And 
Jack Paar once said of The To- ther~ are not many 100,000 watt 
'!ight 81!-ow , "Our sho~ gets so big ?and stations _in Or~ando., It 
mteresting ... sometimes you forget wont ~ long until. stati~ns like 
that you're not being entertained." WFIT will make their way mto the 
The students~ who make up the Orlando listening area. 
WUCF staff have found this to be If WUCF doesn't want this 
true as has interested segments of audience, I'm sure that they wi~l 
the community. It is our hope that be more than happy to take their 
more of the students of this univer- support elsewhere. For once, let's 
sity will soon share their opinion give the students what they want-
. a station they can be proud of. 
Peter Carroll 
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CAMPUS LITE by Scott 
This is what an incoming student can 
expect from ~heir orientation to UCF ... 
JIJ, "f:M P1?G$1PEfff COL.130URN 
AN!> r Wll..L MAJ<& SUr?E 1"1-1€ 
ORGANIZA1iON'iJ ON 'ffll~ 
CAMPO$ 4PE . /./ER€ 1b f>~RV€ 
VOlJ - TH! $1UDGNI. 
JI/, 1'M FROM 1Ht CAMPIJ.S JI!, !1M A GRffK. WE SERV6 
RAPIO ~1AiiON, woe,,:: - W£ W#O e/Ef? WALKS ff( 11/G DOCR. 
1JON'r. Sf.RVf 1Ht S1VDtN1, Wt 
SfQVE IRE COMMU~ l'TV, 
Rubes® By Leigh Rubin 
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT-
Headache~, stomach problems and many other symptoms can· be 
related to stress. Biofeedback uses instrumentation to mirror 
minute changes in stress-related body functions such as muscle 
tension and blood flow. The use of biofeedback enaples the 
individual to beco:qie an active participant in the process of health 
maintenance and allows the client to gain control over what was 
originally involuntary. 




Sponsored by BACCHUS 
UCF Students Against Drunk Driving 
First Meeting: 
.Wednesday, June 15 
10:00 AM in the H.R.C. 
A.A. MEETING (closed) 
Wednesday at noon in H.R.C . 
classroom. Bring .bag lunch. 
N.A. MEETING Tuedsays at 
noon in H. R. C. - Be There! 
S.T.A.R.R.S. Weight . loss -
Tueadays at 9 AM in H.R.C. 
Make your summer a memo-
. rable one! 
S.O.S. (Stop Our Smoking) 
Meets Thursdays at 1 P .M. in the 
H.R.C. Come kick the habit! 
S.W.A.T. Thursdays 'at 2 P.M. 
in H.R.C. Bring your ideas 
about wellness! 
PRESENTED BY THE 
UCF STUDENT HEALTH 
& WELLNESS CENTER 
281-5841 
.By Karen Wedner 
HEADACHES 
It is estimated that at least 1,.2 percent of the urban North 
Amercian population suffers from headaches. 
The causes vary but most are the result of tension. Other 
· causes may be infectious, fevers, and rarely, brain tumors. 
Tension headaches may be helped by relaxing and chang-
ing the scene of activity. Four good h~th rules may alSo help 
avoid these headaches: 
1. Get enough rest. 
2. Eat balanced meals on a regular basis. 
3. Find a pleasent form of exercise you can do 
regularly. . 
4. Learn to relax your body. 
Migraine headaches are often accomplished by nausea, 
blurred vision or a throbbing sensation that may last for hours 
or days. These often require medical management, but 
avoiding excessive fatigue, stress, sunlight or noise may mini-
mize the symptoms. 
When should you seek medical help for a headache? 
1. Headaches consistently occur in a specific part of the 
head. 
2. Headaches seem to get worse with each occurrence. 
3. Hea~ches cause a change in your personaJ?ty or mental 
funcnons. ' 
4. Headaches are completely unexpected and come with 
great suddenness and intensity. -
S. Headaches come with other symptoms, such as 
convulsions, fainting, P.-ralysis, double Vision, high 
fever, bleeding, or weight loss. 
Dwarf Netherland rabbit with cage. 275-
9902 $15.00. 
UCF Area-2 bedroom Townhouse. Appli-
ances. Washer & Dryer. $400.00 m/o plus 
deposlt.GoldStarRealtyofFla .• lnc.ksoc 
#877-3786 AQUARIUM FOR SALE. 15 gallons, every-
--------------1 thing you need for only S3Q. Includes: 5 
Role Ptaylng Club Master bedroom for rent. Call be1ween 
12-4, 658-7776. 
tropical fish. gravel. fUter. plants. food. 
CALL 282-0733. Students needed to clean homes. Hours 
to flt schedule. Call 699-1636. 
PROFEs.510NAL lYPING · 
•One mile from UCF Campus• We meetevery_frlday night In Phllllps Hall 
Rm. 104. Come join the fun I Fantasy. Sci-
ence Fiction. and Bizarre. We welcome all 
newcomers. 
Condo. one-bedroom. beauttful, large 81 ' Champion 12x45. 2bdrm, l bath. Lo-
tennis. pool. no pets. no chUdren. CaH 628- ·coted 3 miles from UCF. Nice family park 
6213 or 331-0453. with 2 pools. Must sell. Asking $1 O.(XX) 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $17.640-$69.485. 
Immediate Hiring! Call JOB CENTER 1-518-
459-3611 ext. G3364B for Federal Ust24 Hrs. 
All types of student documents. Samedcy 
service available. IBM letter quallty word 
processing. 
Fast • Professional •Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meets 'every Wed. 12:00 
N.A. meets Thurs. at 12:00 
call 281-5841 
Roommate wanted: Mature female to 
share house 1.5ml. from campus $200.00 
per mo .• 1 /2 utilities. Need own bedroom 
furniture. Cont~t Jeanne at 237-4463 
between 8:30-4:00. 
RoommateneededtosharehouselnW.P. 
$200 per month, 1 /3 utilities, 647-0466. 
Female nonsmoking student seeks same 
to share 2 bed/2 1 /2 bath townhouse 5 ml 
from UCF. 5300 · mo + 1/2 utilities and 
phone sec. dep. required. Lisa 273-5996. 
MOVE IN SPECIAL 
Beautiful 2b-2bth apartments at Forest 
Highlands Apt. Call 282-5657 for more In-
formation. 
Roomy 2/2 duplex 5 ml from UCF. Garage. 
appliances. PRIVATE PATIOS. large 
kitchen, quiet neighborhood. nice yard 
with TREES! Kids o.k. $500. Call 365-3431 
(eve) or 629-0753 ext. 240(day). 
Room available Immediately. On 436, 
near Howell Branch Road. 2 males & 1 
female seek · co-ed for 3rd bedroom. 
Share bath. Non-smoker only. Rent: $140/ 
mth. ~It: $235. Call 678-6396. 
Large 2bed/2bath apartment. Washer/ 
Dryer, c/h/a, dishwasher, patio. $425/mo. 
CALL COLLECT 904-735-2185. 
IBM PC software, only $5.00 Eachlll Over 
1200 programs to choose from. All cate-
gories Including: Business, Word Proces-
sors, Spreadsheets, Math, .Educational. 
Games, Accounting CAD. Data Base, 
Communications, you name ltl Located 
near university. Ask for free catalog. Call 
282-8213 
Matching 4-plece family room set. good 
con_d., $120 OBO call 658-2941. 
(904)669-1275. 
DUPLEX- Extra large units on Khayyam for 8 
students. Great condition! Walk fo UCF. 
Low utillties; Sl.000/mo. return. Always 
rented! Reduced to 101. 900 cash. Best 
Buyl 87 6-3¢08. 
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars. 4 x 4's Seized 
In drug raids for under $100.00? Call for 
facts today. 607-837-3401. ext. 94?. 
1985 Honda Accord Hatchback, Blue. A/ 
C, doth Int .. stereo, new tires. excellent 
cond. $6100 or best offer 699-1259. 
XJ650H 25k miles. MUST SELL. $500 cash. 
Great trans. to school 277-5824-M!ke. 
1979 DODGE AsPEN. silver/red Inter., RUNS 
GREAT. Leaving Oveiseas, Asking $650 
only. Mens Bike, good cond. only $35 call 
Ed 657-2871 after6pm. 
Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44 through 
the U.S. government? 
Get the facts today! Call l-312-742-1142 
ext.689. 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR POSITION- WUCF- Professional WP $1/pg 695-6146. 
FM. Must be UCF student. currently en-
rolled for minimum 6 hours & GPA of 2.0 or ..... Professional Word Processing 
higher . 3. 75/hour. Duties- participation In 
programming decisions, staffing of air 
shifts, tralnlr-ig new employees, & ability fo 
fill In various airshifts. CALL 275-2133. 
ATTENTION: Excellent Income for home 
assembly work. Info CALL 504-646-1700 
dept. P307. 
Market Researchers needed for tele-
phone Interviewing. Permanent part-time 
positions available. Call 295--9621 be-
tween 5:00 & 9:DO M-F. 
men's tennis coach. 
Home 275-8560. Office 275-2143. 
Transitions Counseling Center opening 
June 10. lndMdual. group. marriage and 
family counseling. The Courtyard. 1750 W. 
Broadway St., Suite 115, Oviedo. CALL 
365-7078 for appointment. 
*Student Discount* 
Documents of any kind 
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE 
657-7724 (call for an appt.) 
Winter Park-immed. off 1-4 
Prompt. accurate typing. G<X>D RATES 
call Marianne at 679-5258 
FAST TYPING SERVICE 
Quick professional service free revisions 
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and 
weekend service VISA MASTERCARD 
Over 18.300. satisfied students and 
grouches. 
671-3007 
Free tutoring CLAST, Math. English & much 
more. Call Student Academic Resource 
Center 281-5130 or stop by PCl-102. Day 
and evening hours. 
MATH STUDENTS don't wait too late! Any 
math course mlnl-mester = ~B· CaH 
RANDY 327-2737or774-0l131111 
For a classified call Tammy at 275-2601. 
1. All photos must be campus related. 
2. An unlimited number of slides can be-
submitted. 
3. Contest is open to any faculty, staff, 
-student, and alumnus ofUCF. Photog-
raphy cannot be part of their job. 
4. Slides must be in color 'from 35mm 
or larger, and name must be on the 
back of each slide. 
5. Collage presentations must be on 
one f:)lide. 
6. Photo releases must be obtained 
from recognizable people in the photo. 
7. The photos entered cannot have 
been entered in any other contest. 
8. Each slide must have a separate 
entry blank. 
9. Student Government reserves the ' 
right to print _the winning photograph 
along with the winner's name in the 
Student Directory. 
10. Color slides must be submitted no 
later than June 15, 1988. 
11. All decisions of the committee are 
final. 
12. Student Government is not respon-
sible for loss or damage of slides. , 
13. All slides .should be brought to 
Student Government front desk. 
14. Entry blanks available at the Stu-
dent Government front desk. 
15. For more information, contact 
John Bocinsky at 275-2191. 
16. Student Government reserves full 
rights to all photos submitted. 
_O NE WEEK L E F T ! 
Student Government's 
PH TO 
for next year'~ STUDENT DIRECTORY 
Ends June 15 
$150.00 Cash Prize 
Plus other prizes for Quality Submissions 
(Look for sample entries on the SG Bulletin Board) 




I hereby release the attached slide and give 
permission for publication in the UCF Faculty I 






by Kristen L. Sweet 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
There is a generally stead-
fast rule that sequels to movies 
are never as good as their 
predecessors. Crocodile Dun-
dee was one of the most memo-
rable films of recent years, and 
the biggest money-maker of 
1986, but unfortunately, 
Crocodile Dundee II follows 
the underachiever rule. Nev-
ertheless, this comedy-ro-
mance movie succeeds as good 
entertainment because of its 
cast, although its cartoon-like 
plot and drawn out action 
causes it to suffer artistically. 
faithful sidekick ... and the insti-
gator of the movie's action, has 
also returned. 
In Crocodile Dundee II, 
there is not much explanation 
about what happened in the 
previous movie and little conti-
nuity, but we ,soon discover 
that domesticated Mick Dun-
dee, garbed in bones and an 
animal skin jacket is trying to 
lead a relatively civilized life in 
New York City with his subur-
banite working girlfriend Sue 
Charlton. 
Nick Dundee played by Paul Hogan returns to the screen 
with mo.re action and adventure in Crocodille Dundee II. 
Crocodile Dundee II stars 
Paul Hogan, the wildman from 
Australia, as the wily super-
hero storming his way through 
a series of adventures. To the 
delight of many lascivious 
males, Sue Charlton, (played 
by Linda Kozlowski) Dundee's 
The focus of the movie is 
clearly on the adventures of 
Crocodile Dundee and obvi-
ously, Paul Hogan stars in 
almol:lt every scene. The movie 
moves slowly at first, causing 
more than a few wandering 
minds, but fortunately, once 
the action scenes finally begin, 
they don't stop until the final 
abrupt ending. The adven-
tures of Dundee and Charlton 
are interspersed between poor 
dialogue, but nevertheless, the 
Beach Club h~s . diverse . background 
by Diane Wawrzaszek 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Beach Club. The title evokes an 
image of a nightclub resting near sandy 
shores, the full moon shining onto the 
water as salty breezes waft through 
the air. 
This Beach Club, however, isn't on 
the beach: it is landlocked in cement 
on Orange Avenue in downtown 
Orlando. 
The Beach Club, a partnership 
owned by John Gardner and Les Gold-
berg, is an alternative music club for 
the adult seeking the unusual in club 
entertainment. "The club's about 
music, and about an attitude," says 
Gardner. 
Gardner, 30, started out as an inde-
pendent dj-for-hire and was eventually 
offered a contract to work for the Ha-
gue, a club in the Walt 
Disney World Village area. When 
business sagged, he took a risk and 
offered alternative music, _ spreading 
word by distributing flyers in the 
Orlando area. To his delight, the first 
night was packed. 
New management decided to re-
vamp the -Hague and fired Gardner. 
Not to be defeated, six weeks later 
Gardner opened his own club which he 
dubbed Faith in Physics. 
Faith, as it was known to regulars, 
was successful until Visage, a 
competing club, changed its format to 
include adults. 
T he competetion took a toll on 
Faith, · and fortunately a property 
known as the Orange Quarter became 
available to Gardner. He changed the 
name to the Beach Club and opened the 
business during the last week of1987. 
Unlike Faith, the Beach Club has a 
liquor license serves food, and is doing 
very well during lunch hours. r 
Gardner, now having a greatly in-
creased workload with the larger club, 
has hired a d.j, Kimball Collins, to play 
videos and music at the club. Kimball 
subscribes to Rockpool, a music service 
out of New York, and Vide()pool, a 
video subscription service, in order to 
keep the club on the cutting edge of 
music trends. 
.. .. . . ~ ....... , ..... t ' ~· .. 
Collins receives approximately 50 Winter Park: "Thursday is my favorite 
records per month, nearly 50% of night to go out during the week because 
which is alternative music. the crowd at the Beach Club is the best 
"The whole purpose of what I'm crowd. Friday and Saturday, to me, the 
doing here is to turn people on to new top 40 people come in and it gets too 
music, and that's why I like the idea of crowded. Thursday is just right, it's 
not necessarily playing stuff they've - perfect." 
heard before, " says Collins. "That Justine Deming, artist, Orlando: "I 
gives them the advantage of coming think the music gets old after a while. 
here and hearing new music." - Similar things are played over and 
"The people here are supposed to be over; I think that the kind of crowd that 
progressive, open-minded people, and the place attracts is pretty intelligent 
that's why they're here, yet they don't and I think that they're underestimat-
want to hear anything that's out of the ing their intelligence because they 
mainstream. It's supposed to be fun; could put some more variety in the 
you're here to have fun and enjoy your- music without losing people. It 
self," he adds. wouldn't get boring." 
True to what Collins said, when he Gloria Keavy, demi-goddess of 
played industrial music, the dance dance, Winter Park: "It's Thursday 
floor practically cleared, peaking at night and this is where you go on 
five people between the two dance Thursday night! ·I like the Beach Club 
floors. because they play better music. I seem 
"We're thinking about using Satur- to end up dancing here more than at 
days to play all new music that we get Visage." 
in from Rockpool. I would be very "I think it'll be good for the club," 
happy to see a lot of people in here Gardner says-0f owner Oscar Juarez's 
wan ting to hear new music," Collins hopes to raze the block which the Beach 
said. "When it comes to requests, Club rests on in order to sell to develop-
people seem to think that they can't ers offering tens of millions for the site, 
make requests at a club, but I'm a onwhichValentyne'sandtheBeacham 
really liberal person. I'll play just Theater are also located. 
about any type of music. I'm not afraid "The club will always move and it'll 
to play something a little bit out of the be fresh that way. I think people will 
mainstream,somethingtheymightnot follow it; like with the Hague Lounge, 
have heard before, something a little they followed it over to Faith and when 
avant garde; I really love it when Faith closed, people came over here." 
people come up and ask for something With reference to possibly -finding 
that's here and not necessarily a big himself without a club due to possible 
hit. lfl'm not doing my job right! would sale, Gardner says, "I'll spend what I 
want people to let me know. I don't can afford to spend on a club, but I will 
mind being critiqued." not hesitate to open a club that's a 
Gardner has his own views on the warehouse with a dance floor in a 
music. "It's more the way you play the corner .. .ifthey put me out on the street 
music as a disc jockey than exactly ·and if people (ion't want to come to the 
what you play. You can break music club,thenthat'smytoughluck. Iwould 
that way. If it sounds good, and every- rather not try and do a soft sell of 
body is having a good time, play music something so that you only trick people 
even ifit clears the dance floor." into going into the club." 
What do the patrons think of the As for the patrons' reactions to the 
club?. We asked some of them during a news of the club's possible demise, 
rather busy recent Thursday night. great disappointment was the consen-
N adsia Akimenko, queen of the scene, .sus. 
Orlando: "It's the only cool place to go Nadsia Akimenko perhaps best 
on a Thursday night. I come here summarized the feelings of the faith-
Friday nights ... if there's a band here ful: "I'll probably be laying my body 
Monday or Saturday, I'll come here, across the bulldozers, eying, saying, 
too." save the monument, save the monu-
Karen Harlan, goddess of dance, ment." 
~ i • .. • ' . • ' 
action scenes are almost al-
ways surprising and effective. 
Another high point in the 
movie is the scenery of animals 
in the wild and the special ef-
fects blend in the movie well. 
They set off Crocodile Dundee 
making him seem to be an 
almost invincible Tarzan tear-
ing through the· Outback and 
sadistically trapping his prey 
while all the while, wielding 
justice like a knife. 
An outline of the movie's 
plot might seem silly, but the 
simplistic plot is still funny 
although it occasionally bor-
ders on the ridiculous. Two 
comic mishaps in the movie 
illustrate Mick adjusting to 
life in the city, such as when he 
fishes by detonating the fish 
out of the water and when he 
attempts to rescue a suicidal 
homosexual from a window-
ledge, almost inadvertently 
killing himself. 
SEE DUNDEE PAGE l 0 
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FROM PAGE9 
and his carving knife. 
The movie picks up once 
Mick returns to his everyday 
habitat of Australia and we are 
finally caught up in the action. · 
killing him~elf. We may remember that Croco-
In every sense. Paul dile Dundee in the Outback 
Hogan carries the movie and it made the first movie a memo-
succeeds only because of him. rable masterpiece. 
Hogan describes the character Once· Dundee and his girl-
of Crocodile Dund~e as "a man friend · return to Australia, 
wit}\ an open mind, a certain they are naturally, better en-
.., 
HELP - SAVE 
THE SIGHTS 
OF AMERICA 
P.REVENT BLINDNESS Register to vote in the opcoming elections. 
Everv voice has the riaht to be heard. 
innocence and a lot of cheek." . dowed to fight off any crimi- 1-------------L----- --------------
This sentence describes Dun- nals and are in their natural 
dee perfectly and accounts for environment. 
a large part of the intema- Crocodile Dundee clearly 
tional attraction . that Paul belongs in the wilderness and 
Hogan and Crocodile Dundee he thrives there. If you enjoyed 
Fortunately, Paul Hogan's the character of Crocodile 
delivery and facial expressions Dundee and like adventure 
say more than his .lines in the comedies, then you might ·en- -
movie do. One memorable joy seeing Crocodile Dundee II 
Rambo-esqe line "No~ that's a roll. Although Crocodile Dun-
knife" was uttered by a mug- dee II is not the movie that one 
ger with a gun desperately might expect, it succeeds as 









852 LEE ROAD • 1/4. WEST OF 1-4 
ITEMS WITH * CAN BE ORDERED TO GO 
HOURS: SUN-THURS 5-10 P.M. FRI 7SAT 5-11 P.M. 
. WHAT WE DO BEST! 
* Shrimp & Cheese Tortellini 9.95 
*Shrimp Pasta 7.85 *Seafood Pasta 6.85 
· * Sh:dmp Scampi 7.95 
TRAYS AND BASKETS 
SERVED WITH PARSLEY POTATOES & A LITTLE LETIUCE 
*Alaskan King Crab Legs & Claws - Market Price 
*Alaskan Snow Crab 7.95 
*Dungeness Crab Ousters 9 .95 
*Scallops, Deep Fried 5.85 *Fried Clam Strips 3.95 
,.Broiled or Fried Grouper Medallions 4.95 
,.Soft Shell Crabs, Fried 5.95 *Fried Shrimp 5.85 
Broiled Scallops 7.95 - When in season 
DRAFT BEERS & WINES 
Coors Regular or Light 16 oz .. 95 60 oz. 3.50 
Heineken 16 oz. 1.45 60 oz. 4.95 
INGLENOOK; CHABLIS, BURGENDY & SANGRIA 
Glass .95, 1/2 Carafe 1.85, Carafe_3.50 
· WHITE ZINFANDEL & MONDA VI 
Glass 1.95, 1/2 Carafe 3.85, Carafe 7.50 




Univers~ty Blvd.&/Dean Rel. 
679-6766 
WE HONOR ALL COMPETITOR'S COUPONS! 
15% DISCOUNT 
• With Student, Staff or Faculty I.D. 
• N_ot valid with any other off er 
SERVING LUNCH AND DINNER 
101·45 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL. 32817 · 
(Corner· of Dear.i Rd. + L.Jniversity) 
·679-5800 
....---...--.._ ....... ..._ ______ MONDAY--------------
COM.EDY NIGHT• 25¢ BEERS• 9-11 
. _ TlJESDAY 
BAND• 'ALL YOU CAN EAT & DRINK $7.00 
(WITH STUDENT I.[).) . 
WEDNESDAY 
LADIE~S NIGHr ·FREE CHAMPAGNE· 8-12 
LIVE MUSIC TUES.-SAT. 
• June 9, 1.0, 11 
REAL ~AMERAS (from TAMPA) 
·•June 16,17,18 . 
SCREAMING IGUANAS OF 









I (LIM IT 1 PER CUSTOMER) I 
I expires 6-22-88 I 







I Can't Believe It's 
with purchase 
B_OTH NOW OPEN 
( 
Alaf aya Commons -
Shopping Center 
(by Florida Choice) 
380-5554 • 658-SUBS 
~---~----------,-~~-~--~------~ 
I · . - . . e""'"' · I  m.n~Sua . I · · 
-I . - I I 
I Bny Any FROZEN YOGURT Buy Any FOOT-LONG SUB . I 
I & Get $1.00 OFF a Foot-Long : & Get $1.00 OFF a Large Yogurt at I 
I · - ALL-PRO Sub I I CAN'T BELIEVE IT'S YOGURT I 
I Expires 6-22-88 Expires 6-22-88 I 
L----------~---J~--~---------~~ 
1he Cen1ral Ronda FutU'e, Juie 8, 1988, 11 
LES ENFANTS 
FROM PAGE9 
stein. After a brief pause, Jean 
quietly gathers his things and 
surrenders to the soldiers. 
But don't let the grini u,n-
. dercurrent of this film sway 
you to another couch potato 
evening of VCR reruns. There 
are em>Ugh comic moments to 
balance the sadness. More-
over, the acting, directing and 
cinematography are superb. 
What I foii.nd most refresh-
ing is the film's simplicity and 
honesty. There are no white 
hat heroes; and though there 
are villains they aren't of the 
buffoonish Dastardly Dan va-
riety - they are terrifyingly 
. real. The rel~tionships are 
}lonest, believable; days and 
events flow with a real and 
subtle grace. Unlike bigger-
than-life cartoon characters 
that distance themselves from 
the audience, Julien and Jean 
and the rest of the cast draw us 
in. In this film Louis Malle 
masters the power of the 
_subtle. · -
After watching the film a 
friend turned to me (I was 
shuftlfug through my belong-
ings for a good .. tissue), and 
remarked that had this been 
an American film Julien would 
have pulled out a gu.n, blown 
away the Nazis, and escaped 
in glorious and triumphant 
fanfare (up the volume, cres-
cendo, roll credits). Reflecting 
a moment I nodded and 
thought to myself, "Vive la 
..France." 
CINEMA 
Uc6 12255 UNIVERSITY BLVD. . ACROSS FROM UCF •277-1454 
CASUAL SEX?· R . 
at 1:30-3:30"5:30-7:30-9:30 
RAMBO 111- R at 1:45-3:45-5:45-7:45-9:45 THE lAWLESS -lAND - R 
at 2:15-4:1~: 15-8: 15-10:15 
BENJI lHE HUNTED - (; at 1:15-3:05-0:00 BEETWUICE - PG 
COLORS - R at 7: 15 & 9:45 at 2:00-4;()(}6:()().8:00-10:00 
-''INCHES 
OFF'' 
~EUROPEAN BODY WRAP AND 
PASSIVE EXERCISE ~QUIPMENT 
BARCLAY SQUARE 
1313 EAST STATE ROAD 43 . • (At State Ford 427) 
CAL.L ~<>W L·OSE . INCHES • 
For In..form~tion.. 









\ ........ · .. ' 
•Permanent Loss Process -Not 
Simply The Loss Of Body Fluids 
• No Strict Diets 
• No Strenuous Exercise 
•No ,Contracts Necessary 
• Relieves Tension & Stress 
•Combines CLEAN Aloe Wrap 
(NO MUD!!) With Passive Exercise. 
- . . 
, f ' • .. • .."'.ti . • .. .. ~ 
GUARANTEE *LOSE 5 OR MORE' INCHES OR THERE WILL BE NO CHARGE 
FOR YOUR FIRST WRAP. 
. . 
t' • ' • •, r . .. 
-I 
12, 1he Central Florida Futue, June 8, 1988 
Season · premiere is a charmer 
two chairs, along with a desk, the cook, charmingly enacted 
by Diana Della Costa are dark French Provincial. by Virginia Light. She is al-
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE La.te 1800's decor completes ways bringing him something 
the setting with a lavish orien-· special to eat, which he imme-
tal rug in the middle of the diately. devours. 
Good old fashioned black- floor. In the background, view- At the same time, .he 
mail is how he solved his di- ers can see the dining area mingles into the private Jive's 
lemma. To find out what his complete with a laced cloth on of the Stanley's children, Rich-
problem was, you'll just have the table with a fruit bowl and ard and June, portrayed by 
to see the first show of . the an open china closet. Off to the Joseph Correll and Candace 
season at The Mark Two Din- · other side of the stage is the Miller. They both decide to 
ner Theatre. It's a hilarious setting of the home's front take his advice and move out. 
comedy by Moss Hart and . entry. Needless to say, the parents ( 
George S. Kaufman, entitled From this room, Whiteside Terry Hill a.nd Richard 
The Man Who Came to Dinner. ushers in his visitors and to the Gowan) are very upset and 
Th.e story revolves around a pleasure of the audience,, jeer- order him to leave, as well as 
portly gentleman, Sheridan ingly starts to harass the hiring a private detective to 
Whiteside, a well known critic, household. He accepts gifts find their children. What en-
lecturer, and radio orator . . from admirers and friends · sues is almost total chaos as 
While on a lecture tour, he that include an enclosed com- plots are planned to dis-rupt 
visits· a local family in a small munity of cockroaches, a crate the order of things and deceive 
. Ohio town, slips on ice and of live penguins and an octo- the innocent. . 
breaks his hip. pus. During the performance, Mr. 
Since the doctor confines The publisher of the local Stanley's strange sister, Har-
GET HOT FOR THE SUMMER 
HEAtJQ~a;.f;rs 
11917 .E. ColQnial Dr. 
The New Florida Choice Shopping Center him to wheelchair and in- paper, Bert Jefferson, nic.ely riet, whose character was 
structs him not to travel, he played by Joseph Mahowald, made believable by Nancy 
literally moves in and takes connives an interview out of Lonsway, makes strategic 
over the Stanley household. the visitor and winds up fall~ appearances throughout the T R Y T H E S E H 0 T S P E C I A L S : 
Peter Rocchio, better known ing in love with the man's sec- show. She becomes the key to Perms $29.95 Reg.' $35.00 (depending ori length) 
as The Casual Gourmet on retary. everyone's solutio.This is not Sh C & Bl D 
WKIS-N ewstalk 7 4 every Only Whiteside can't func- Broadway, even though the ampoo, . ut OW ry: 
Sunday, engagingly plays this tion without Maggie, delight- show did premiere there in Men· $9.95 Reg. $12.00 
irascible character to the fully played by Elizabeth 1939, and at times, some of the . Women - $12.95 Reg. $15.00 
audience's amusement. He Moses, atid .does his best to dialogue seemed rushed Kids 12 . Under. $4.95 Reg. $6.95 
confines the family to the up-. break the pair up. He does this rather than easy and sponta-
stairs and takes over the by inviting an · unwanted neous. Expires June 30th, 1988 
household while he transacts guest, Lorraine Sheldon-an Still, the performers all Also Featuring: 
his business. actress, cu,nningly played by seemed · to be enjoying them- · C l AT ·z C 
All of the scenes are actively Mary Rose Gray, to intervene selves on stage and comm uni- omp ete "" az are 
played in the family's living forhim. cated this feeling to theatre CALL 380 9891 
room. The furniture, consist- The only person captivated goers. After all, isn't that what • · 
ing of a red velvet love seat and b his outlandish wit is Sarah theatre is all about. or Just Walk In. 
=:.o::~=-:...:..=...:.=-::..:...=::..:=..:..::..::.::.:=.====--="--===-=-========~~=--==-==='--...=.c~~-'--'--'--'-_;_;__~~~--1~t-~~~=-~=-__:;~=-=-:..;..: 
Professional Hair Styling by: 
Charyl Rowland and Irma Breek 
Specializing in Thin & Problem Hair • Roller Sets • Latest Styles 
THE20TH STUDE·NT SENATE REPORT 
24th S'ession 
MEAsURES UNDER CONSIDERATION 
BILLS 
20-61 ~stabllshlng the 1988-89 Activity & Service Fee Budget: This bill allocates the 
proposed $1.424.767 for next fiscal year (A&SF.remalns In OAF) 
20-67 Revising statutes 807: This clarifies when a person ls ·consldered a paid SG 
official (White. assigned to OAF) 
20-68 Addendum Budget: This bill allocates $45,000 to the SeAate Working Fund (OAF. 
tabled) 
20-70 Funding for Wednesday Night Dances: This bill allocates $1417.50 for Wednesday 
Night Dances for the rest of the fiscal year (OAF. tabled) 
RESOLUTIONS 
20-17 Ragardlng Cheating on Campus: This Resolution recommends a uniform report-
ing requirement (SPR.remains In SPR) 
20-28 Feasibility of Lottery Ticket Sales: This Resolution expresses th~ wish desire to sale 
lottery tickets on campus (SPR, tabled) 
20-29 Regarding 0% Tuition Increases (Exec. tabled) 
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING 
BILLS 
20-62 Activity and Service Fee Budget Stipulations (A&SF, passed 18-Y) 
20-69 Senate Compensation: This bill gives Senators compensation (OAF, reconsld-
erect posse~ 9-Y. 3-N, 6-Ab) 
.. Legislation In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes. 
c 
C&OFUNDING 
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 In Office supplies 
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. If your club will be attending 
a conference or convention It may be eligible for up to $500.00 to cover registration fees. 
Either way, stop by the student Government Offices. SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and 
Organization Funds. or Travel Funds. Request Form. 
May 22, 1988 
SENATE MEETINGS 
Sfudents are invited to attend all 
Senate meetings, and to express 
any Ideas or problems that they 
feel the Senate should work on. 
Senate meetings are held on 
Sundays @6:00 In the University 
Dining Room. 
STUDENTS 
If you hove any comments. ques-
tions or concerns about the Sen-
ate Report, or any legislation, 
please contact Dash Wendrzyk at 
x2191 or in SC 151. 
SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Leglslatlon before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following 






OrganlzaHons, ApproprtaHons and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon 
requesting funding. Tuesdays @ 6:00 pm. In the Commons 
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office supplies/ Advertising or 
Conference Registration. Sundays @S:OO ·p.m. In the Senate Work Room 
LeglslaHve Judlclal and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. statutes or Rules and 
Procedures. Tuesdays@ 1 :00 p.m.ln the. Student Work Room 
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding leglslatlon which deals with student Government 
Services. as well as Local. state. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF. 
· Wednesdays @ 4:30 p.m. In the Senate Work Room 
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommen-
dations for changes tot he Election staMes. Fridays @ 11 :00 a.m. In the Senate Work Room 
PR-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide) AB-Absfoin (conflict of interest) V-Yes N-No Paid Advertisement 
• ' ,- .. ...... I 
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